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MOVING & PAINTING CREW
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RUBY MOVERS & PACKERS 

Skilled & Experienced Moving Crew

Ruby Movers is a leading moving company in Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates with the largest network in and around UAE. We provide 

world-class moving and packing services in Dubai, UAE at affordable 

prices.

We are in the industry from the last 12 years providing different services 

like storage and warehousing, Residential moving service, Commercial 

shifting and many other supplementary services with world-class 

professional services.

We at Ruby movers have skilled & experienced crew of moving and 

packing to handle your entire packing and moving process. We will 

make sure that your move goes smoothly and your belongings reach 

their destination safely.

Always Available

 Qualified Team

 Fair Prices

 Best Offers

 Commercial

 Professional HandyMan

 Our Packages
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10000+
Happy Clients
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OUR SERVICES
Household shifting, packing  and office relocation services all over

Dubai and the other region of UAE at affordable pricing.



Villa Moving
Looking for the best villa movers in Dubai? Stop searching; we are the perfect movers in Dubai, Abu Dhabi and another 
region of UAE. With an experienced and dedicated, and skilled team of movers and packers, Ruby movers ensure every 
aspect of your villa shifting smoothly and professionally.

We all understand how painful is to say goodbye to your old well-selected housing, offices or villas is not easy as we all have 
emotional attachments with our old houses, offices or villas. Therefore, our workers work intelligently and smartly to turn the 
things according to your expectations to your new destination.

We are one of the top-ranked villa moving service providers in Dubai with a long existence in the relocation industry of 
Dubai.

Complete care of your resources and insurance for any transit damage during the entire transportation of resources to the 
new location is the responsibility of Ruby Movers. We know the requirements of Villa relocation and are equipped with the 
best and standard means of packing and unpacking stuffs. This is not available in every agency. You can be stress free and 
relaxed with Ruby movers knowing nothing about the Relocation procedures.



OFFICE MOVING
Moving any business is a strategically important decision that needs careful planning and everybody’s buy-in. You have just 
one chance to get it right, so be in full control by using an experienced commercial moving company.

To bring an end to all your relocation needs, our services range from packaging, office movers, residential movers, corporate 
shifting, installations, and warehousing, etc. In an office move, personnel must be well-briefed and the planning completed 
down to the last detail. Only a professional office mover like Ruby Movers will be able to fully assess your office move, spot 
potential problems, and deal with them upfront.

For efficient corporate relocation services, we provide;

– Moving Counselors to help you throughout the process
– Complete moving service available from packing to unpacking if desired
– Quoted estimate in advance
– Handle all your belongings with care, including specialty items
– Large modern trucks guarantee timely delivery — no broken-down trucks
– Packing supplies available



Apartment Moving
Apartment moving is a tedious task which requires lot of work and time. Ruby movers and packers offers you the best 
services in moving your things in the apartment. You need not waste your quality time in packing,unpacking and installing. 
Leave it to us and experience the best services provided by the perfect movers in the industry.

With us, you can avoid all moving complexities. Some of the home and apartment moving services we provide includes:

– Moving Counselors to help you throughout the process
– Complete moving service available from packing to unpacking if desired
– Quoted estimate in advance
– Handle all your belongings with care, including specialty items
– Large modern trucks guarantee timely delivery
– Packing supplies available
– Insured for efficient and rapid claims resolution
– Professional drivers transporting your belongings
– Secure, climate-controlled storage if needed



Furniture Assembling / Dismantling
Ruby movers know the value of your belongings.

At the initial stage of a move, the most difficult chore that one faces are the disassembling; of large furniture items such as 
bedroom sets, wardrobes, cabinets, etc. Such furniture is often too big to pass intact from common sized doors. In addition, 
there often are electronic appliances like Home Theatre Systems, etc. that need careful disassembling.

Ruby Movers crew is fully trained and experienced in proper handling and disassembling/reassembling of such sensitive items, 
and will take good care of them until they are properly stationed at your new destination using their pack and move services.



PACKAGING SERVICES
The shifting of goods from one place to another place is a tiring journey if you have no assistance from an excellent service 
provided.There are a lot of thoughts that comes to mind during a shifting. Ruby movers have solution to all our thoughts. You 
can witness your thoughts getting fulfilled with Ruby movers.

Shifting of goods is no more a time consuming one when Ruby movers is there to assist you. We help you out with everything 
that you need. Our customers do not have to worry anymore about the hurdles of shifting and can feel free to get to their new 
place where all their valuables will be available and a perfect comfort zone will be created as per their wish.

Extreme Care of the possessions is maintained by Ruby Movers and any small damage is replaced by a new product by Ruby  
Movers. The customers are the asset of Ruby Movers. We treat your valuables as our own properties and do the necessity in 
transporting them. Special packings are done for various kind of goods. All the packers and movers have the perfect solutions 
for shifting your electronics, wooden furniture, glass wares, and other items.



STORAGE
As one of the leading storage companies in Dubai, Ruby Movers offer a range of options to accommodate a variety of needs. 
Whether you need a large space for storing bulky furniture, or a small space for holding the trinkets and small furnishings you 
just cannot afford to let go of, we have a solution for you.

Our solutions can also be afforded by property owners who are renting their property to others. If you are letting your 
fully-furnished property to renters who are looking to move in with their own furniture, you can use our store services for your 
own furnishings as they relocate.

Our facility is equipped with the latest security systems in order to ensure the safety of your belongings, including a state of the 
art CCTV network that runs 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, and a highly advanced smoke and fire alarm system.

When you opt for our services, you can rest assured that your valuables are in safe hands. We offer more than just storage, we 
offer security and peace of mind. To find out more about our services, feel free to reach out to us today. Ruby Movers And 
Packers, the expert providers of furniture storage Dubai residents can always rely on.



PAINTING
Villa Painting , Office Painting, Apartment Painting



+971 52 121 2337    

info@rubymoversuae.com   

www.rubymoversuae.com

Dubai, UAE

Contact Us


